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Historical Evidence of Constitutional Intent

To begin with, courts need to mindful of limitations of historical evidence as a means of
construing constitutional provisions. As Lamer J. noted in Re B.C. Motor Vehicle Act, such
evidence may be "inherently unreliable" because it is impossible to discern with any confidence
the collective intent of the various officials and governments involved in the formation of the
Constitution.l In that case, Lamer J. gave only "minimal weight" to the Minutes of the Special
Joint Committee of the Senate and the House of Commons on the Constitution of Canada,
despite the fact testimony before it directly addressed the provision at issue, namely the meaning
"fundamental justice" in s. 7 of the Charter. Conversely, in Comeau, none of the historical
statements cited by Judge LeBlanc actually addresses the meaning of s. 121. These statements
refer only to the general economic objectives of Confederation, rather than the intended meaning
of the provision at issue. This is not to say that the type of historical evidence presented in the
Comeau case was inadmissible, but rather that Judge LeBlanc ought to have looked at it more
critically. His failure to do so led him to an interpretation of s. 121 that in my view wasn't
supported by the evidence.

Historical Context of s. 121

The defence presented incontrovertible evidence that one of the main objectives of
Confederation was to establish an economic union between the British North American colonies,
in which there would be "free trade" between them. More controversially, according to the
defence's expert, the drafting history of the provision indicated that s. 121 was intended to apply
to both tariff and non-tariff barriers to trade. According to Judge LeBlanc's very broad
definition, anon-tariff barrier includes "all ...restrictions ...that make importation or exportation
of products more difficult or more costly."2 Therefore, Judge LeBlanc held that the provision
was integral to the objective of "breaking down all trade barriers" between the provinces.3

However, based on the evidence before him, the only types ofnon-tariff barriers that
purportedly informed the drafting of the Constitution were discriminatory border measures, in
particular those imposed by the United States leading up to the abrogation of the Reciprocity
Treaty. Another example of this type ofnon-tariff barrier known at the time were the Navigation
Acts of the British mercantile system, which banned foreign ships from entering most ports in
the Empire.4 These measures were overtly protectionist; they impeded the passage of foreign

' Re B.C. Motor Vehicle Act, [1985] 2 S.C.R. 486 at 508.
Z R. v. Comeau, 2016 NBPC 03 at 75.
3 Ibid. at para. 101
4 See William L. Man &Donald P. Paterson, Canada: An Economic History (Toronto: Macmillan of Canada, 1980)
at 124.



goods in order to benefit domestic producers. This is a far cry from Judge LeBlanc's broad

definition of anon-tariff barrier, which would capture any measure that inconveniences foreign
producers, whether or not it is discriminatory or protectionist. Although the Fathers of

Confederation could not have envisioned the regulatory state of today, they were not unfamiliar

with policies that would have run afoul of Judge LeBlanc's definition. For example, both before

and after Confederation, New Brunswick maintained a detailed system for the coordination and

subsidization of domestic agriculture.5 These so-called "non-tariff barriers" co-existed with

intercolonial "free trade" in agriculture, which dates back to the 1850s.6
All of this suggests that the Fathers of Confederation had a much narrower understanding

of "free trade" and "non-tariff barriers" than Judge LeBlanc ascribed to them. In my opinion, this
understanding was limited to tariffs and discriminatory border measures that restricted the

passage of foreign goods. As I will explain shortly, had Judge LeBlanc taken this view of the

historical context, he would have found that s. 121 was more limited in scope and did not capture

the impugned provincial statute.
There is an even narrower reading of the historical context of s. 121, which may not have

been presented to Judge LeBlanc, but which the Privy Council alluded to in Atlantic Smoke

Shops Ltd. v. Conlon.' Contrary to Judge LeBlanc view that the placement of s. 121 in Part VIII

of the Constitution Act was irrelevant,$ this structure arguably reflects what historian D.G.
Creighton called "the financial settlement of Confederation."9 One of the most significant

obstacles to Confederation was harmonization of the colonial tariffs. Although the colonies had

adopted free trade in agriculture and natural resources, extending this arrangement to

manufactured goods proved difficult for several reasons.10 Most significantly, the replacement of
internal tariffs with a common external one would result in a significant loss of revenue for the

colonies. At the time of Confederation, customs duties accounted for between sixty and eighty

percent of colonial revenue, and the Maritimes were particularly dependent on them.l l Although

Confederation proposed to give provinces the power of direct taxation, this method of raising
revenue was virtually unheard of at the time.12 Despite the assumption that provincial

responsibilities would be greatly diminished under Confederation, the provinces still needed a

means of financing the local responsibilities that they were to assume.
The ultimate solution was that, in exchange for the provinces surrendering indirect tomes,

which at the time were almost exclusively in the form of customs duties, the federal government

would pay them grants and assume the lion's share of their debt. This was the basic quid pro quo

of Confederation and the purpose of Part VIII was arguably to enshrine its terms. On this view, s.

121 contains the provincial consideration, namely the forfeiture of internal customs duties, which
the provinces had imposed on one another in respect of manufactured goods until Confederation.

This provision, therefore, merely prohibits provinces from imposing customs duties on each

others products.

5 An Act for the Encouragement of Agriculture, R.S.N.B. 1854 (17 Vict.), c. 7.

6 D.G. Crieghton, British North America at Confederation: A Study Prepared for the Royal Commission on

Dominion-Provincial Relations (Ottawa: Information Canada, 1963) at 38.

[1943] 4 D.L.R. 81 at 91, per Viscount Simon L.C.

g See Comeau, supra note 2 at para. 180
9 See Creighton, supra note 6 at 62.
'o See ibid. at 38.

11 See ibid. at 72.
12 See ibid. at 73.



Scheme of the BNA Act

The narrower views of the scope of s. 121 that I just described are not necessarily
incompatible with the ambitious economic union that the Fathers had undoubtedly envisioned.
This is because the grand economic objectives of Confederation cannot be reduced to one
particular provision. Both the scheme of the BNA Act and its historical context suggest that
economic integration was to be achieved primarily by giving Parliament all significant economic
powers, rather than through a constitutional prohibition on any and all impediments to internal
trade. Judge LeBlanc's fundamental error was relying on the general economic objectives of
Confederation and attributing them to a specific provision, without considering how that those
objectives fit into the broader constitutional scheme.

Of particular importance is the role of Parliament in preserving the economic union,
which is evident from the legislative powers assigned to it in s. 91. In addition to the trade and
commerce power, Parliament was given all of the tools necessary to steer the national economy,
including taxation, the postal service, navigation and shipping, currency and coinage, banking,
etc. By ensuring national policies in these areas, virtually all conventional barriers to trade
between the provinces would be eliminated. In other words, while a major objective of
Confederation was economic integration, the heavy lifting in achieving it would be done by the
detailed provisions of s. 91, not s. 121.

The statements of the Fathers of Confederation support the view that Parliament's powers
were intended to maintain a national economy by preventing local interests from spawning
internal trade barriers. Referring to the ongoing disagreement over tariffs, Sir John A. Macdonald
said at the Quebec Conference, "Looking at the agricultural interests of Upper Canada,
manufacturing of Lower Canada, and maritime interests of Lower Provinces, in respect to a
tariff, a Federal Government would be a mediator.i13 Similarly, Alexander Galt, in addressing
the concerns of English businessmen in Lower Canada that they would be discriminated against
by the French majority, he said: "The interests of trade and commerce...would be in the hands of
a body where they could have no fear that any adverse race or creed could affect them. All those
subjects would be taken out of the category of local questions, would be taken away from the
control of those who might be under the influence of sectional feelings animated either by race or
religions."

Therefore, it was Parliament's exercise of its extensive powers over trade and commerce,
rather than the court's application of a general prohibition on impediments to internal trade, that
would preserve the economic union.

Text of c 17.1

Although the the Comeau judgement's textual analysis focuses almost exclusively on the
meaning of "free", another potentially significant aspect of s. 121 is the wording of the first
clause, specifically "[a]11 articles of Growth, Produce, or Manufacture of any one of the
Provinces..." This suggests that what is prohibited are restrictions based on the point of origin,
rather than the point of entry. In other words, what is to be "admitted free" are goods grown,
produced, or manufactured in another province. Therefore, even on Judge LeBlanc's broad
interpretation of "free," if the alcohol that Mr. Comeau purchased in Quebec originated outside

13 G.P. Browne, ed., Documents on the Confederation of British North America (Montreal &Kingston: McGill-
Queen's Press, 2009) at 124.
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of Canada, then s. 134(b) would not be invalid. More importantly, viewed in its historical
context, this language also reflects the objective of securing for producers reciprocal, non-
discriminatory access to the whole British North American market. As mentioned previously,
this was to be achieved through the elimination of internal tariffs and removing local interests
from decisions affecting interprovincial and international commerce.

Viewed in this way, the impugned New Brunswick statute does not violate s. 121. This is
because s. 134(b) applies to all liquor, whether produced in the province or elsewhere. The ban is
not on the possession of liquor produced outside of New Brunswick, but rather on liquor not
purchased from the Corporation. Likewise, while s. 43 places limits on possession of liquor
purchased outside of New Brunswick, this provision is neutral with respect to the liquor's
province of origin. In other words, had Mr. Comeau bought liquor made in New Brunswick from
a Quebec retailer, he would also have violated the statute. Therefore, these provisions are not
discriminatory or protectionist in the traditional sense. While s. 43's restrictions on the
possession of liquor purchased outside the province may be viewed as a quantitative restriction,
they are incidental to the legislative objective of centralizing the distribution of an intoxicating
substance.

Moreover, these provincial measures are supported by the federal Importation of
Intoxicating Liquors Act, which provides that the importation of alcoholic beverages is reserved
to provicial liquor authorities. This is the type ofnon-discriminatory, cooperative federal-
provincial scheme that the Supreme Court upheld only a decade ago.14

Progressive Interpretation of "Free Trade"

Notwithstanding what I have said about the text, constitutional scheme, and historical
context of s. 121, it may be argued that the "living tree" doctrine compels a broader
interpretation of the provision. As I suggested earlier, the Fathers of Confederation could not
have envisioned the scope of today's regulatory state and its impact on interprovincial trade.
Achieving "free trade" today requires doing away with more than just discriminatory border
measures like the tariffs and prohibitions of the 19~ Century.

There are several problems with this argument. First, it would throw into question nearly
a hundred years of binding judgments, not just with respect to s. 121, but more significantly
concerning ss. 91(2) and 92(13). If, as the Comeau judgment suggests, s. 121 prohibits any
measure, whether federal or provincial, that makes interprovincial trade "more difficult or more
costly", then the scope of legislative powers would be greatly curtailed. Just five years ago, in
Reference Re Securities Act, the Supreme Court warned that overly broad interpretations risk
upsetting the balance between constitutional provisions.15 Unfortunately, Judge LeBlanc's
reasons provide no guidance about how to reconcile his broad view s. 121 with the division of
legislative powers, most importantly Parliament's multiple powers affecting the interprovincial
flow goods.

The second problem with a progressive interpretation of s. 121 is that it would transfer to
the courts a function that was clearly intended for Parliament to serve, namely the preservation of
the economic union. As explained earlier, by giving Parliament almost total authority over the
means of interprovincial and international trade, the Fathers of Confederation believed they
would achieve a coherent commercial policy. Although this arrangement subordinated regional

'a See Producteurs de volailles v. Pelland, [2005] 1 S.C.R. 292 at para. 37:
is [2011] 3 S.C.R. 837 at pars. 72.
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interests, its democratic legitimacy was assured through regional representation in Parliament. If
Judge LeBlanc's broad view of s. 121 extends to federal measures, then unelected judges in the
provinces will gain an enormous influence over national commercial policy, which undermines
both coherence and democratic legitimacy. As Australia's experience with s. 92 of its
Constitution teaches, transforming s. 121 into an individual economic right risks spawning a
"maze of conflicting precedents" that could take decades to rationalize.16

Economic Implications &Way Forward

If upheld on appeal, the uncertainty that Judge LeBlanc's broad interpretation of s. 121
would create would negate any economic benefits from "freer" trade. Indeed, the irony of the
Comeau judgement is that, pending appeal, it has made trade in liquor between Quebec and New
Brunswick less free. The essence of free trade is the reciprocity, but now consumers in New
Brunswick can bring into the Province unlimited quantities of Quebec beer, while consumers in
Quebec must continue to abide by their Province's quantitative restrictions.l' In my view, the
most productive and constitutionally appropriate way of reducing interprovincial trade barriers is
through cooperative federalism, that is negotiations involving the federal and provincial
governments. The 1995 Agreement on Internal Trade provides the foundation on which to build.

16 Tony Blackshield &George William, Australian Constitutional Law and Theory: Commentary and Materials, 5th
ed. (Annandale, NSW: The Federation Press, 2010) at 1186.
17 See Regulation respecting the possession and transportation into Quebec of alcoholic beverages acquired in
another province or a territory in Canada, C.Q.L.R. c. S-13, r. 6.1.
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